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Abstract
The reality of protected area management is that enforcing forest and park
boundaries is costly and so most likely incomplete, due in part to the pressures exerted
on the boundaries by local people who often have traditionally relied on the park
resources. Buffer zones are increasingly being proposed and implemented to protect
both forest resources and livelihoods. Developing a spatially-explicit optimal
enforcement model, this paper demonstrates that there is a trade-off between the
amount spent on enforcement, the size of a formal buffer zone, and the extent to
which a forest can be protected from illegal extraction. Indeed, given the reality of
limited enforcement budgets, a forest manager with a mandate to protect a whole
forest may in fact end up doing a worse job than one who is able to incorporate an
appropriately sized buffer zone into their management plans that, combined with more
effective enforcement of a smaller exclusion zone, provide the appropriate incentives
for villagers to extract only in the periphery of the forest, rather than venture further
into the forest.

Themes: Renewable Resources: Forestry; Spatial Issues
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1. Introduction
Protected areas have been employed throughout economically poor countries
with the key aims of protecting biodiversity and ecosystem services. Yet the reality in
many countries is that many of these areas are little more than “paper parks”,
protected in name only. That is, many so-called protected areas in poorer countries are
de facto open access resources, degraded by extraction, shrinking due to
encroachment, a consequence of lack of sufficient funds to enforcement access
restrictions (World Bank, 1999). Yet perfectly enforced protected areas may not be
ideal either. When provision is not made to take into account the impact of a protected
area on nearby communities that are traditionally dependent on forest and park
resources, people’s livelihoods are harmed, often resulting in conflict between
villagers and park rangers. Buffer zones, often applied in Integrated Conservation and
Development Projects (ICDPs), have a dual aim: both to protect forest resources and
to provide resources for nearby local villagers who are excluded from protected areas
(Wells and Brandon, 1992). The size of a buffer zone may simply be determined by
current conditions such as the availability of land outside a protected area, or by
explicit biological and livelihoods consideration.
Despite the increasing attention paid to the importance of buffer zones as part of
an integrated approach to protected area management, many parks still lack a legally
designated buffer zone. Yet even where formal buffer zones are not a part of a forest
or park management plan, de facto buffer zones often arise, a consequence of villagers
continuing to extract from the periphery of the protected area, albeit illegally. For
instance, in Khao Yai National Park in Thailand there is no official buffer zone and
most of the park budget is spent attempting relatively unsuccessfully to prevent
nearby villagers from entering the park to collect non-timber forest products such as
fuelwood and fruits (Albers, 2001).1 Consequently a de facto buffer zone has
developed inside the park.
In such situations, park and forest managers might actually manage their overall
resource base better if they were to incorporate an appropriately sized buffer zone, the
size of which would be influenced by available funds for enforcement effort.2 A key
1

It not uncommon in Thai parks for there to be no official buffer zone, despite the
increasing recognition of a clear need (ONEB, 1990).
2
Placing a buffer zone within a protected area is controversial and may not be possible
within existing country laws and regulations. Indeed, some authors define buffer zones
explicitly as “areas outside the protected area that are designed to protect parks” (Wind and
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driving force behind this conclusion is that distance and enforcement spending can be
considered substitutes (Albers, 1998). Both are costly for villagers: distance to reach a
resource because there is a time cost; and enforcement because villagers risk being
caught and punished if they extract illegally. Hence a wider buffer zone where
extraction is permitted, though possibly reducing the size of an inner protected area of
forest, reduces the enforcement effort required to protect the forest by increasing the
distance cost of getting there.
Motivated by evidence from a number of economically poor countries, this
paper develops an optimal enforcement model that is calibrated and solved to
demonstrate how the amount available for enforcing protected area boundaries
interacts with the optimal size of buffer zone. The model is used to explore, for
example, how the width of the buffer zone, the extent of degradation in the buffer
zone, and villagers’ opportunity costs of labour, influence the pressure placed on
forest boundaries and hence the enforcement effort required to protect a particular
area of forest.
In contrast to other perspectives on buffer zones, this paper argues that the size
of a formal buffer zone should be influenced by the reality of protected area
management – that enforcing boundaries is costly and so most likely incomplete, due
to the pressures exerted on the boundaries by local people who often have
traditionally relied on the park resources but are excluded once a protected area is
introduced. This paper suggests moreover that forest managers with a mandate to
protect a whole forest may in fact end up doing a worse job than those who are able to
incorporate an appropriately sized buffer zone into their management plans that,
combined with more effective enforcement of a smaller exclusion zone, provides the
appropriate incentives for villagers to extract only in the periphery of the forest, rather
than venture further into the forest. That is, there is a trade-off between the amount
spent on enforcement, the size of the formal buffer zone, and the extent to which a
forest can be protected from illegal extraction.
This paper also considers how the size of a buffer zone can influence conflict
between those responsible for protecting a forest or park and those who rely on
resources within the protected areas, and whether there are trade-offs between
Prins 1989). However, more recently, definitions of buffer zones have come to recognize that
a buffer zone may be “any area, often peripheral to a protected area, inside or outside, in
which activities are implemented or the area managed with the aim of enhancing the positive
and reducing the negative impacts of conservation on neighbouring communities and of
neighbouring communities on conservation” (Wild and Mutebi, 1996; Ebregt and de Greve,
2000).
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reducing conflict and increasing resource protection. These conflict interactions can
be particularly tricky if, as is often the case, the ranger lives in the same village or
locale as the villagers who are extracting illegally, or if the villagers are themselves
responsible for the resources, as is often the case for participatory forest management.
As Dixon and Sherman (1990, p.198) note, although penalties and monitoring will
always be needed to enforce regulations, policies that rely “solely on strict
enforcement are not possible without unacceptably high social costs.”
Enforcement in practice
When forest resources need protecting, those responsible, whether government
departments or village community groups, must determine their protection strategy,
which most likely includes a combination of incentives and punishments – “carrots”
and “sticks”. Indeed, even where forest management involves cooperation or joint
management with local villagers, enforcement efforts are required, either to ensure
discipline among the villagers involved in the cooperative management, or to deter
and punish “outsiders” who are not involved. As Clark et al (1995) write: “currently,
very few participatory programs have clearly documented a lower incidence of
poaching, less fuelwood extraction, etc. as a result of the programs. If participatory
projects fail, it may be because, despite the benefit-sharing strategies being used,
beneficiaries continue to see greater personal advantage in continuing illegal
extractive activities.” A clear implication is that enforcement is required, even in more
cooperative protected area management regimes.
Enforcement practices in protected areas in economically poor countries vary
from non-existent to serious efforts to protect resources, though typically enforcement
budgets are low compared with economically richer countries (Brown, 1998).3 The
extent to which enforcement is undertaken may simply be a function of availability of
funds, particularly gate receipts, though the extent to which rangers undertake their
patrolling activities also depends on their own security, transportation, and
remuneration. Funding for enforcement may be provided externally, or particular
protected areas may be expected to raise their enforcement budgets through park
entrance fees and fines on those caught undertaking illegal activities (Robinson,
2004).
However, despite the variations in levels of funding, enforcement activities tend
to be concentrated at the periphery of the protected area, possibly between the forest
3

A notable exception in sub-Saharan Africa are the Rwandan parks which generated
up to US $10 million per year in the 1980s due mainly to the presence of mountain gorillas
(Brown, 1998).
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and a formal buffer zone if one exists, else between the forest and surrounding
villages. Such boundary enforcement is prevalent for a number of reasons: rangers at
the boundary are more likely to detect and deter encroachment in addition to illegal
extraction; there are relatively easy paths for the rangers to follow; and villagers are
more likely to extract from nearer to their homes rather than further into the forest
(Albers 1998; Robinson et al, 2002). For example, in Orissa, park guards usually
patrol around the forest periphery on their bicycles where there are motorable tracts
(personal communications, forest manager, Orissa). In Khao Yai National Park in
Thailand most of the park budget is spent on boundary enforcement (Albers, 1998).
In some forests there is little or no scope for a buffer zone, without reducing
even further an already too-small forest. For example, in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest,
in western Uganda, where approximately half of the remaining 600 mountain gorillas
live, villagers already farm up to the boundary of the forest. Permitting a buffer zone
would only reduce further the already diminished habitat of the gorillas and hence
endanger them further. In these circumstances the forest authority attempts to stop all
unauthorised entry into the forest, relying on patrols that spend up to a week in the
forest, patrolling mainly at the boundary with the village (personal communication).
In these circumstances it may be feasible to prevent villagers from entering the forest
as enforcement activities are relatively well funded from tourism receipts.

2. The model
A large number of villagers, possibly with different opportunity costs of labour,
live around a forest throughout which a valuable extractable resource is evenly
distributed. The forest manager chooses how much of the forest to allocate to a de
jure buffer zone from which local villagers are permitted to extract, and how much to
allocate to an exclusion zone which the forest manager attempts to keep pristine (i.e.
with no village extraction).4 To protect this inner exclusion zone, N rangers patrol at
the boundary between the exclusion zone and the buffer zone, such that the
probability of the villager being caught is p( N ) , where p ′( N ) >0 and p ′′( N ) <0.5
Villagers, knowing how much enforcement effort there is, but not exactly where on
the boundary a ranger will be at any given time, choose their extraction strategy –
whether to risk going into the protected exclusion zone, or to extract only in the buffer
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That is, the forest manager can be considered to be taking an integrated approach to
protected area management in which the buffer zone is an integral part of the forest
management plan.
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For ease of analysis, N need not be an integer.

zone (or not at all).6 That is, in common with much of the law enforcement literature,
a Stackelberg interaction is assumed between the forest manager responsible for
enforcement, and the villagers who may choose to extract illegally. Finally, assume
that villagers can only be punished if they are caught in possession of a good that they
have extracted illegally from the exclusion zone (that is, simply being in the exclusion
zone of the forest is not illegal).7 The villagers therefore go into the forest, turn around
at some distance, and extract the resource as they move back towards their homes.
Extraction is costly for villagers because their time could also be spent undertaking
other activities, whether paid labour, on-farm labour, or working in the home.

A villager’s optimisation
Let a particular villager have opportunity cost of labour, k i . Suppose that she
walks into the forest at a rate of v seconds per unit distance when she is not
extracting, and that she traverses through the forest at a rate of wi ( x ) seconds per unit
distance on her way back towards her home while extracting (where x is the distance
from her home) such that the time spent extracting per unit distance (rather than
simply walking) can therefore be written as (wi ( x ) − v ) . Harvest intensity hi ( x ) is a
function of (wi ( x ) − v ) , given that the longer she spends per unit distance, the more
she harvests, or extracts, in that distance. Costs C i are a function of the total time Ti
the villager spends both going into the forest and extracting:
⎛
⎞
1
⎟⎟
hi ( x ) = m( x )⎜⎜1 −
+
m
w
x
−
v
(
(
(
)
)
)
1
α
i
⎝
⎠

⎛1
1⎞
γ
C i = k i ⎜⎜ (Ti + 1) − ⎟⎟
γ⎠
⎝γ

[1]
[2]

The risk-neutral villager maximises the expected returns to extracting, given
that there is some probability of being caught at the boundary between the de jure
buffer zone and the exclusion zone. In this model, assume that if the villager is
caught, anything that she has extracted is confiscated, she may incur a fine that is
proportional to the amount confiscated, and she must exit the forest without extracting
further, even in the buffer zone.
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Naturally in practice villagers may observe the rangers patrolling, wait until they have
passed, and then enter or exit the exclusion zone (that is, engage in avoidance activities), but
the general point remains, that the greater the patrol density, the more likely that these
villagers will be caught (alternatively the greater the time cost imposed on the villagers).
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This assumption simplifies the model without changing substantively the findings.

There are three possible scenarios for the villager’s extraction behaviour: (a) she
goes into the exclusion zone, thereby risking being caught with extracted resource
when she returns home; (b) she turns around just before the enforcement boundary,
thereby extracting legally and so not risking being caught; and (c) she turns around
before she reaches the enforcement boundary thereby again not undertaking any
illegal extraction and hence not risking being caught. These choices are shown
schematically in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic of spatial elements of model

To determine a villager’s optimal strategy it is necessary to determine first
where she would choose to turn around in the absence of enforcement effort (Albers,
1998; Robinson et al, 2002). If she chooses to turn around within the buffer zone, then
enforcement at the boundary of the exclusion zone will have no impact on her
extraction activities – she is unconstrained and scenario c holds. If, when there is no
enforcement and so no possibility of being caught, she chooses to turn around in the
exclusion zone, then it is necessary to determine whether, once there is enforcement,
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she would choose to turn around just before the enforcement boundary – scenario b
holds – or extract in the exclusion zone and risk being caught – scenario a holds.8
Consider scenario a first, in which the villager chooses to extract within the
exclusion zone, thereby risking being caught as she leaves this zone. Let the de jure
buffer zone be width X B (that is, the width of the official buffer zone – the distance
from the village to the enforcement boundary) and the total distance over which the
villager extracts (dropping the individual villager subscript i ) be X ( X > X B ).
Notice that although the de jure buffer zone is defined by where the enforcement
boundary is located, the de facto buffer zone where extraction occurs is defined by the
distance that the villager goes into the forest ( X in Figure 1). Recall that the
probability of being caught when exiting the exclusion zone is p , where p is a
function of the patrol density N . Let the initial resource density in the buffer zone be
m B – constant over distance, and in the exclusion zone is m E – also constant over
distance. Hence extraction intensity will also be constant in each of the zones. If q is
the price of the extracted good, and F the fine per unit of the resource the villager is
caught, the villager’s expected revenues R are therefore:

⎞
⎟⎟ X B
⎝ (1 + αm B (w B − v )) ⎠
⎞
⎛
1
⎟⎟( X − X B )
+ (1 − p (1 + F ))qm E ⎜⎜1 −
m
w
v
1
α
(
(
)
)
+
−
E
E
⎠
⎝
⎛

E[R] =

(1 − p )qmB ⎜⎜1 −

1

[3]

The first term on the RHS of Equation 3 is the expected returns to extraction in
the de jure buffer zone, and the second term is the expected returns to extraction in the
exclusion zone. The villager’s choice variables are X , w E , and w B , where w E is the
rate of traversing though the exclusion zone, and w B through the de jure buffer zone.
If the villager is not caught at the enforcement boundary, her time costs
comprise walking into the forest, vX , extracting in the exclusion zone, w E ( X − X B ) ,
and extracting in the buffer zone, w B X B . If she is caught, her time costs differ
because she must leave the forest where she is caught at the boundary and cannot
extract in the buffer zone. Her total expected time costs can therefore be written:
⎛1
1⎞
γ
E [C ] = pk ⎜⎜ (v ( X + X B ) + wE ( X − X B ) + 1) − ⎟⎟
γ⎠
⎝γ
⎛1
1⎞
γ
+ (1 − p )k ⎜⎜ (vX + wE ( X − X B ) + wB X B + 1) − ⎟⎟
γ⎠
⎝γ
8

[4]

Naturally, if there is no buffer zone, the villager chooses either not to extract at all or
to extract but risk being caught.
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Writing E [V ] = E [R ] − E [C ] , the first order conditions are written:
1

VwP = (1 − p(1 + F ))m E qα

(X − X B )
(1 + αmE (wE − v ))2
γ −1
− pk (v ( X + X B ) + wE ( X − X B ) + 1) ( X − X B )
γ −1
− (1 − p )k (vX + wE ( X − X B ) + wB X B + 1) ( X − X B )
2

1

VwV = (1 − p )m B qα
2

[5]

X

(1 + αmB (wB − v ))2 B
γ −1
− (1 − p )k (vX + wE ( X − X B ) + w B X B + 1) X B

[6]

⎞
⎛
1
⎟⎟
V X = (1 − p(1 + F ))m E q⎜⎜1 −
⎝ 1 + αm(wE − v ) ⎠
− pk (v( X + X B ) + w E ( X − X B ) + 1)

(v + wE )
γ −1
− (1 − p )k (vX + wE ( X − X B ) + wB X B + 1) (v + wB )
γ −1

[7]

Simplifying Equation 5, assuming an interior solution, gives:9

(1 − p(1 + F ))mE 2 qα

1

= pk (v( X + X B ) + wE ( X − X B ) + 1)

γ −1

(1 + β (wE − v ))
γ −1
+ (1 − p )k (vX + w E ( X − X B ) + wB X B + 1)
2

[8]

Simplifying Equation 4, assuming an interior solution, gives:

m B qα
2

1
γ −1
= k (vX + wE ( X − X B ) + wB X B + 1)
2
(1 + αm(wB − v ))

[9]

Similarly, Equation 5 Can be written:
⎛

(1 − p (1 + F ))mE q⎜⎜1 −
⎝

⎞
1
⎟
1 + αm(wE − v ) ⎟⎠

= pk (v ( X + X B ) + wE ( X − X B ) + 1)

(v + wP )
γ −1
+ (1 − p )k (vX + wE ( X − X B ) + wB X B + 1) (v + wB )
γ −1

[10]

Conceptually, Equations 8 through 10 are solved simultaneously to determine
the equilibrium X , w E , and w B . However, analytical solutions to the simultaneous
equations cannot be determined for any but the simplest formulations.10

Another solution would be X = X B , but in this case the villager would turn around
just before the enforcement boundary (scenario b) and therefore not risk being caught, hence
p must be set equal to 0.

9
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If the villager turns around just before the boundary enforcement rather than risk
being caught (scenario b), then X = X B and p = 0 and the villager has only one
choice variable, wB , which is the solution to the following equation (see Appendix 1

for details):
m B qα = k ((v + wB )X B + 1)

γ −1

2

(1 + β (wB − v ))2

[11]

Whether or not villagers choose to enter the exclusion zone is determined by
comparing the returns to turning around at the boundary with the returns to going into
the exclusion zone for a particular probability of being caught.
If the villager chooses to turn around before the boundary rather than just at its
edge (scenario c) there are two choice variables, wB and X ( X < X B ). Because this
paper focuses on the pressure that villagers place on the boundary of the protected
zone, the more interesting situation is that in which the villager is affected by the
boundary enforcement and so scenario c is left to Appendix 1.
The forest manager’s optimisation
The forest manager can choose the size of the de jure buffer zone, how much to
spend on enforcement at the boundary, and possibly other indirect options for
reducing pressure on the exclusion zone boundary such improving the resource
density within the buffer zone.11 The forest manager aims to maximise the returns to
the forested area – both the buffer zone and the exclusion zone, taking into account
the costs of enforcement. An “enlightened” forest manager might also take into
account the welfare implications for villagers who extract from the forest. However,
in this analysis, the impact on villagers is considered separately, then trade-offs are
considered between returns to the forest resources, returns to the villagers, and
conflict interactions between the forest manager and the villagers. In summary, the
forest manager optimises W :

{

Max[W ] = Max W X + W X F − X − cN
N,X B

}

[12]

Where W X are the returns to the forest resources where extraction occurs and
W X F − X the returns to pristine areas of forest where no extraction has occurred. The
For example, if there is no buffer zone ( X B = 0 ) then explicit analytical solutions
can be determined.
10
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Assuming boundary enforcement – that is, that people can only be caught entering or
exiting the protected zone rather than also while extracting within the zone – rather than what
might be termed “area” enforcement simplifies the modelling of enforcement, but it does not
detract unduly from the key issues addressed in this paper.
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forest manager’s valuation of the forest depends on the weight that he attaches to
pristine and degraded forest and where and how intensively villagers extract in each
of the zones (see, for example, Robinson et al., 2005). At one extreme, if the forest
manager only values pristine forest (that is, where no extraction has occurred), then
W X =0. At the other extreme, if he values total biomass (rather than its distribution),
then W X is a function of the total amount harvested by the villagers but not the spatial
distribution of that harvest. How he values the forest resources will influence his
optimal enforcement strategy.
Explicit analytical solutions to the forest manager’s optimisation cannot be
calculated for any but the simplest formulations of the model, given the strategic
interaction with the villagers’ extraction decisions. Moreover, forest managers are
typically constrained by limited budgets and specific regulations over where buffer
zones can be located (specifically, whether a part of a government forest can indeed
be designated an official extraction buffer zone). Hence, rather than focus on a social
optimum – which is rarely attainable for forest managers with limited budgets, the
following section explores the impact of different sized de jure buffer zones and
different levels of enforcement spending on forest degradation and villager welfare
under a number of conditions.

3. Simulation exercises
To illustrate the key trade-offs faced by the forest manager, a number of
simulation exercises are undertaken, varying the size of the de jure buffer zone, the

amount spent on enforcement, and the extent of degradation within the buffer zone.
Simulation 1: Varying size of buffer zone for a given level of enforcement effort

Consider a fixed number of rangers (for the specific calibration, N =1)
patrolling at the edge of the buffer zone and the exclusion zone such that the
probability of being caught remains constant wherever the de jure buffer zone is
located. Assume further that the village is homogenous, comprising villagers with
identical opportunity costs of labour, so that one representative villager’s patterns of
extraction can be considered. Also assume that the resource density is initially the
same in the buffer zone as in the exclusion zone (these assumptions will be relaxed
and explored later). The width of the buffer zone is then varied from zero (that is, the
enforcement boundary is adjacent to the village such that no legal extraction is
permitted anywhere in the forest) to 10 units and the corresponding impact on villager
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well being and forest resources determined.12 Figure 2 illustrates the impact of
varying the width of the buffer zone on villager welfare (the expected returns to the
villager), overall levels of extracted biomass (expected total harvest), and the width of
the forest in which no extraction occurs ( X F less the distance the representative
villager goes into the forest).
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Figure 2: Relationship between width of buffer, size of pristine area, and
returns to villagers
Figure 2 demonstrates that if the de jure buffer zone is relatively small (up to 4
units wide), the villager chooses to extract in both the buffer zone and the exclusion
zone (the distance she goes into the forest shown on the RHS of the graph is greater
than the width of the de jure buffer zone) – though risking being caught – rather than
only in the de jure buffer zone. Hence for de jure buffer zones of up to 4 units wide,
the villager extracts both in the exclusion zone and, if not caught and evicted, in the
buffer zone (scenario a). In this case, the width of the buffer zone has little impact on
12

To solve the model numerically, a discrete version of the continuous distance model
is first constructed. In this case, the forest is divided up into 10 equal length strips parallel to
the village. The villager’s optimisation is solved as an optimal stopping model: the returns to
the villager from going each distance 1 though 10 into the forest are calculated for a specific
size of buffer zone. The distance that provides the optimal returns is chosen and the
corresponding returns and impact on the forest recorded.
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the villager’s extraction behaviour and hence little impact on the pattern of forest
degradation: whether there is no buffer zone or a buffer zone up to 4 units, villagers
extract up to a distance of 7 units into the park despite enforcement and the possibility
of being caught.
For intermediate sizes of the de jure buffer zone (5 to 9 units wide), the villager
chooses to turn around just before the exclusion zone – that is, the greater legal access
to forest resources due to a wider buffer zone combined with the level of enforcement
is sufficient for her to choose to extract from the full width of the buffer zone rather
than go into the exclusion zone (scenario b). In these circumstances, the distance of
extraction is the same as the width of the formal buffer zone and there is no illegal
extraction because the villager chooses only to extract legally within the designated
buffer zone.
If the buffer zone is larger than 9 units, the boundary enforcement is no longer
binding (and is therefore unnecessary). The villager is unconstrained, choosing to
extract only up to a distance of 9 units from her house despite the wider formal buffer
zone (scenario c). Because distance is costly for the villager, even without
enforcement she does not go any further into the forest. That is, the exclusion zone is
protected by distance alone (Albers 1998; Robinson et al, 2002).
In scenario b, the de jure and de facto buffer zones are the same – defined by
patrols (and in practice most likely some physical marker) marking the boundary of
the exclusion and the buffer zones. Extraction only occurs in the official buffer zone,
and the exclusion zone is fully protected and remains pristine. In contrast, in scenario
a, the de facto buffer zone is larger than the de jure buffer zone – that is, some of the
exclusion zone, rather than being protected, is degraded by illegal extraction. In
scenario c the opposite holds – the de facto buffer zone is in fact smaller than the de
jure zone.
If the forest manager is concerned with maximising the area of pristine forest
for a given level of enforcement effort, then, for a given level of enforcement effort,
an intermediate size de jure buffer zone may, in fact, be more effective than a larger
or smaller buffer zone. This may seem counter-intuitive, but the result is a
consequence of the interaction of costly enforcement and spatial considerations
(specifically, distance is costly for villagers). When the buffer zone is small, villagers
choose to risk being caught rather than constrain themselves in the small legal
extraction zone. For intermediate sized buffer zones, the buffer zone is sufficiently
large that villagers choose to extract more intensively in the buffer zone rather than
more extensively into the exclusion zone with the added risk of being caught, but the
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buffer zone is sufficiently small that it is still a binding constraint. For the given level
of enforcement effort, a de jure buffer zone that is 5 units maximizes the area of
pristine forest.
Indeed, if the forest manager is concerned with minimising the total amount of
biomass extracted, whether from the buffer zone or exclusion zone, then it is also
optimal to have an intermediate buffer zone of width 5 units. Again, although perhaps
counterintuitive, the logic is similar. If the buffer zone is small, then the villagers
choose to go into the exclusion zone risking being caught. And given that they can
only be caught at the boundary on the way out, they might as well extract relatively
deep into the exclusion zone. In contrast, when the buffer zone is larger, they choose
to extract more intensively in the buffer zone rather than risk being caught.
A further benefit of having a buffer zone of width 5, rather than a smaller buffer
zone, is that conflict is reduced. When the buffer zone is smaller than 5 units wide,
villagers choose to go into the protected zone and some get caught, resulting in
conflict between the villager dependent on the resource and the ranger responsible for
protecting the resource. These conflict interactions are costly for a number of
reasons.13 First, using official channels to process an individual who is caught
illegally extracting is costly and time consuming and diverts effort that could be used
for patrolling and deterrence. Second, rangers may give villagers the option to pay a
bribe rather than be formally charged. The payment will most likely be less than the
formal punishment (though the administration time will be less costly), reducing the
deterrence effect of the official enforcement regime, and if the agency relies on fine
revenue to supplement its income then this is lost. A third cost that is not always
recognised in the literature is that punishment can cause bad will between rangers and
villagers. This is especially problematic if the ranger lives in the same village as those
extracting illegally. Finally, the ranger’s job can be a dangerous one. Although
unusual, it is not unheard of for rangers to be attacked or even killed by people
extracting or hunting illegally.
The implications of these finding are that buffer zones can make sense, not only
in terms of allowing villagers to extract legally from a part of the forest, but also in
terms of protecting a larger area of forest and greater biomass than if, in theory,
efforts are made to prevent all extraction. This result occurs because in practice
enforcement is costly and so it is unlikely that all extraction can be prevented. If the
13

Not all of the consequences of these conflict interactions – when a villager is caught –
are captured in the model. However, if the forest manager can reduce conflict without
compromising protection of the forest resources, then there is an overall improvement.
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reality is that some extraction will always occur unchecked, then most likely the best
option is to formalise some extraction, and place the enforcement effort where it can
deter all extraction in a particular part of the forest.
The above analysis assumes homogeneity of villagers. However, when
villagers’ opportunity costs of labour vary, then they are likely to choose to go
different distances into the exclusion zone, with and without enforcement effort. In
this case the forest manager must consider the trade-offs of preventing all extraction
in the exclusion zone against accepting illegal extraction by a relatively small number
of villager with lower opportunity costs of labour. The forest manager’s optimal
choice will be strongly influenced by the weight that he puts on pristine, slightly
degraded, and more degraded forest resources.

Simulation 2: Determining the “pressure” on the enforcement boundary

The probability of being caught (proportional to enforcement effort and hence
enforcement cost) that is necessary to deter a villager from going into the exclusion
area can be considered a proxy for the pressure that is exerted on the boundary
between the buffer and exclusion zones. That is, the greater the probability of being
caught that is required to stop a villager from entering the exclusion zone, the greater
can be considered the pressure on the boundary. The pressure on the boundary will be
affected by, among other factors, the relative resource density inside and outside the
exclusion zone (that is, the extent of degradation within the buffer zone), and the size
of the buffer zone.
Figure 3 plots the minimum probability of being caught required to deter a
villager from entering the exclusion zone given different widths of the buffer zone and
assuming that the resource density is the same inside and outside the exclusion zone.
The figure demonstrates clearly that there is a trade-off between the width of the de
jure buffer zone and the cost of enforcement required to protect fully the inner
exclusion zone of the forest – the larger the buffer zone, the smaller the enforcement
budget required.
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Figure 3: Minimum probability required to deter villager from entering the exclusion
zone as a function of the width of the buffer zone

Min probability of being caught
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Figure 3 assumes that the resource density is the same in the buffer zone as in
the exclusion zone. But in practice the buffer zone is likely to be degraded, thereby
changing the pressure on the boundary and hence the enforcement required to protect
the exclusion zone. Another exercise is undertaken to show how degradation in the
buffer zone affects the enforcement required to prevent entry into the exclusion zone.
This is done by fixing the size of the buffer zone (in this case to a width of 3 units)
and varying the level of degradation relative to pristine forest (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Impact of varying level of degradation in the buffer zone on enforcement
required to stop all villagers entering the exclusion zone
Figure 4 demonstrates a distinct non-linearity that can be explained as follows.
When the buffer zone is highly degraded, relatively little enforcement effort is
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required because villagers incur a fixed “distance cost” passing through the buffer
zone with very little extraction benefit in return. For less-degraded buffer zones,
relatively more enforcement is required to prevent villagers entering the exclusion
zone because there are now more extraction benefits to passing through the buffer
zone. However, when the resource density in the buffer zone is more than 70% of that
of the pristine forest, further increases in resource density actually reduce the
enforcement effort required to prevent villagers going into the exclusion zone. In
these circumstances, villagers risk more by extracting illegally in the exclusion zone
because of the relatively high opportunity cost of not being able to extract in the
buffer zone if they are caught.
These findings have implications for policies that advocate enhancing resource
densities in buffer zones. When the buffer zone is very degraded, enhancing the
resource in the buffer zone may put the protected zone at risk if the enforcement effort
is not increased in parallel. That is, degradation of the buffer zone may in fact protect
the inner exclusion zone. However, if the buffer zone is less degraded, enhancing the
buffer zone further may actually reduce pressure on the boundary thereby reducing
enforcement costs. A priori it is not possible to predict the impact of a policy
intervention that improves resource extraction within the buffer zone.14

4. Discussion and policy implications
Buffer zones, peripheral to protected areas, are increasingly being used to

enhance the positive and reduce the negative impacts of conservation on local
communities, and vice versa (Wild and Mutebi, 1996). This paper demonstrates that,
whether outside or within a designated protected area, the decision over the optimal
size of a buffer zone be should made in conjunction with the level of enforcement
funding available to a forest or park manager in addition to considerations over the
impact on villagers’ livelihoods. If the decision over the sizing and placing of a buffer
zone does not take into account the realities of costly enforcement and the pressures
placed on the boundaries of protected areas, a de facto buffer zone is likely to arise
inside the protected area resulting quite likely in an inefficient allocation of
14

In common with many other papers, this paper assumes that villagers make a
marginal decision over how much to extract and where. However, if villagers have a resource
requirement, the results could be similar or the opposite – for example, enhancing the buffer
zone could reduce the pressure on the boundary as villagers can more easily extract their
requirement from this area, or it could also increase the pressure as villagers sell the excess
over and above that required.
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enforcement resources and sub-optimal level of resource stock for the given park
budget. Yet currently many countries have regulations that do not allow for formal
buffer zones to be established within a protected area system (Ebregt and de Greve,
2000). Unless these regulations are relaxed, forest and park managers may be forced
to use their enforcement budgets inefficiently, resulting in increased degradation,
worsened local livelihoods, and increased conflict.
Buffer zones can also play an important role in reducing conflict between those
who are responsible for protecting forest resources and those who have traditionally
relied on these resources for their livelihoods. Indeed, this paper has demonstrated
that there are situations in which an appropriately sized buffer zone can improve
livelihoods, enhance forest resources, and reduce conflict. Although the benefits of
reducing conflict are rarely quantified, any actions that reduce conflict without
compromising the other aims of a protected area system are likely to be welcomed.
This paper focused on two key instruments that forest managers can use to
manage resources within a protected area context – the size of a peripheral formal
buffer zone, and the resource density within the buffer zone. However, there are other
indirect actions that will influence the buffer zone’s effectiveness, such as increasing
villagers’ opportunity costs of time, changing market access, and alternative sources
of forest products (Robinson et al, 2002). Although not explicitly addressed in this
paper, the spatial model that has been developed could easily accommodate such
possibilities.
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Appendix 1

If the villager turns around just before the enforcement boundary (scenario b),
she has just one choice variable, w B . She maximises the following:
⎡
⎛
⎞ ⎛1
1
1 ⎞⎤
⎟⎟ − k ⎜⎜ ((v + wB ) X B + 1)γ − ⎟⎟⎥
Max(V ) = Max ⎢ m B qX B ⎜⎜1 −
wB
wB
γ ⎠⎦
⎝ (1 + αm B (wB − v )) ⎠ ⎝ γ
⎣
Differentiating with respect to w B gives:
m B qαX B (1 + β (wB − v )) − kX B ((v + wB ) X B + 1)

γ −1

−2

2

= 0 for an interior solution

If the villager turns around before the enforcement boundary (scenario c) rather
than just at the edge of the boundary, she has two choice variables, w B and X . She
maximizes the following:
⎡
⎛
⎞ ⎛1
1
1 ⎞⎤
⎟⎟ − k ⎜⎜ ((v + wB )X + 1)γ − ⎟⎟ ⎥
Max(V ) = Max ⎢ m B qX ⎜⎜1 −
wB , X
wB , X
γ ⎠⎦
⎝ (1 + αm B (wB − v )) ⎠ ⎝ γ
⎣
Differentiating with respect to w B and X results in the following first order
conditions for an interior solution:
⎛

1

αm B 2 q⎜⎜

⎝ (1 + αm B (wB − v ))

2

⎞
⎟ = k ((v + wB ) X + 1)γ −1
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎛
1
⎟⎟ = k ((v + wB ) X + 1)γ −1 (v + wB )
m B q⎜⎜1 −
⎝ (1 + αm B (w B − v )) ⎠

These can be solved simultaneously to determine w B and X :

(wB − v )(1 + αmB (wB − v )) = (v + wB )
Hence w B − v =
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2v
αm B

⎛
2v
and X = ⎜⎜ 2v +
αm B
⎝

−1 ⎧
⎞ ⎪ ⎡ αm B 2 q
⎟ ⎨⎢
1 + 2αm B v
⎟
k
⎠ ⎪⎣
⎩

(

)

−2

1
⎫
⎤ (γ −1) ⎪
− 1⎬
⎥
⎦
⎪
⎭
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